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ABSTRACT
Multiple alternating zonal jets observed in the ocean are studied with an idealized quasigeostrophic zonal-
channel model, with the supercritical, zonal background flow imposed. Both eastward and westward back-
ground flows with vertical shear are considered. The underlying nonlinear dynamics is illuminated with
analysis of the vertical-mode interactions and time-mean eddy fluxes.
Interactions between the vertical modes are systematically studied. The barotropic component of the jets is
maintained by both barotropic–barotropic and baroclinic–baroclinic time-mean interactions; thus, the baro-
tropic component of the jets cannot be accurately simulated with a randomly forced barotropic model. The
roles of the vertical-mode interactions in driving the baroclinic component of the jets are also characterized.
Not only the first but also the second baroclinic mode is found to be important for maintaining the baroclinic
component of the jets, whereas the barotropic component of the jets is maintained mostly by the barotropic
and first baroclinic modes.
The properties of the eddy forcing were systematically studied. It is shown that the baroclinic component of
the jets is maintained by Reynolds stress forcing and resisted by form stress forcing only in the eastward
background flow. In the westward background flow, the jets aremaintained by form stress forcing and resisted
by Reynolds stress forcing.
The meridional scaling and kinematical properties of the jets are studied as well as the roles of meridional
boundaries. The Rhines scaling for meridional spacing of the jets is not generally confirmed, and it is also
shown that there are multiple stable equilibria with different numbers of the time-mean jets. It is also found
that the jets are associated with alternating weak barriers to the meridional material transport, but the lo-
cations of these barriers are not unique and depend on the direction of the background flow and depth.
Finally, if the channel is closed with meridional walls, then the jets become more latent but the eddy forcing
properties do not change qualitatively.
1. Introduction
The principal phenomenon studied in this paper is the
existence of multiple, alternating zonal jets in the oceans.
The observational evidence of these jets emerged mostly
over the last few years, and their theoretical understanding
is incomplete. In this introduction we pose the problem,
discuss the background, and describe the ocean model.
The phenomenology of the modeled jets is described in
section 2. Section 3 focuses on the kinematical analysis,
section 4 on the meridional scaling, and section 5 on the
dynamical analysis eddies. The role of the meridional
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boundaries is addressed in section 6, and the conclusions
and discussion follow in section 7.
a. Background
Our principal hypothesis is that the oceanic multiple
jets are driven by the intrinsic nonlinear dynamics as-
sociated with mesoscale geostrophic eddies, rather than
by inhomogeneities of the oceanic boundary conditions,
such as wind stress pattern (Treguier et al. 2003) and
topography (Nakano andHasumi 2005). We focus on an
idealizedmodel of the jets embedded in a zonal, uniform
background flow with vertical shear. The study is moti-
vated by the existence of multiple zonal jets in oceanic
gyres and in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. We
analyze the flow patterns, eddy fluxes, and material
transport properties. The main distinctions of our work
from the previous studies are in the more detailed
analysis of the baroclinic eddy effects and the interac-
tions between the barotropic and baroclinic vertical
modes.We explore the formation of themultiple jets not
only in the eastward background (EB) flow but also in
the westward background (WB) flow, whereas the pre-
vious studies, motivated by the atmospheric jets, focused
only on the eastward background flow. A theoretical
explanation of our findings is presented in Berloff et al.
(2009), where the formation, nonlinear dynamics, and
equilibration of the jets are explained in terms of linear
stability arguments and nonlinear self-interactions of
the linear eigenmodes. Finally, we test the applicability
of several important theoretical ideas, such as the po-
tential vorticity (PV) ‘‘staircase’’ and the Rhines scaling
for meridional structure of the jets.
The time-mean oceanic multiple zonal jets are latent
jets because they are weaker than the surrounding me-
soscale eddies. Because of their latency, the jets can be
interpreted as preferred pathways for the zonally prop-
agating eddies. It is plausible that the oceanic jets are
dynamically similar to the multiple zonal jets observed
in the atmospheres of giant gas planets, such as Jupiter
(e.g., Kondratyev and Hunt 1982). However, the time-
mean atmospheric jets aremanifest jets because they are
substantially stronger than the surrounding eddies.
The observational evidence of the oceanic jets has a
short history because the latent jets are difficult to ob-
serve. The zonal anisotropy of the Lagrangian float dis-
persion has beenmeasured and reported over the last two
decades (e.g., Krauss and Boning 1987); however, until
recently these measurements failed to reveal the spatial
structure of the corresponding anisotropic flow patterns
(Hogg and Owens 1999; Ollitrault et al. 2006; Herbei
et al. 2008). Over the last few years, the analysis of the
satellite altimetry observations dramatically changed our
knowledge of the multiple zonal jets (Maximenko et al.
2005; Sokolov and Rintoul 2007a; Huang et al. 2007;
Schlax and Chelton 2008; Ivanov et al. 2009). Now, it is
argued that the jets populate all oceans and have the
time-mean velocities of a few centimeters per second. In
the midlatitudes, the jets are characterized by the me-
ridional width of about 200 km and by a zonal extent
comparable with that of the basin. The observations also
detect noticeable deviations of the jets from strict zo-
nality (Maximenko et al. 2008; Sokolov and Rintoul
2007a). However, the vertical structure as well as the
seasonal and interannual variabilities of the jets are not
yet quantified.
Noneddy-resolving oceanic general circulation models
(GCMs) do not simulate multiple zonal jets. The first
eddy-resolving simulation that yielded some jets has
been reported by Cox (1987), and more recently the jets
were reported in several eddy-resolving models (Sinha
and Richards 1999; Nakano and Hasumi 2005; Richards
et al. 2006; Huang et al. 2007; Kamenkovich et al. 2009,
hereafter KBP09). The corresponding dynamical anal-
ysis not only confirms the central role of the mesoscale
eddies in maintaining the jets but also provides some
guidance for refining the idealized models (KBP09).
Comprehensive reviews of the relevant theoretical
ideas have been written by Rhines (1994) and Dritschel
and McIntyre (2008). Rhines (1975) was the first who
argued that the meridional scale (aka Rhines scale) of
the barotropic jets is determined by a balance between
the nonlinearity and the meridional advection of the
planetary vorticity.1 Since then, all works on the jets
consider the nonlinearity of the flow and theb effect (i.e.,
meridional gradient of the Coriolis parameter). How-
ever, the jets might be only a weakly nonlinear phe-
nomenon (Manfroi and Young 1999, 2002). Emergence
of the jets may also depend on the first Rossby defor-
mation radius and on the intensity and other properties
of the energy cascade (Smith 2004; Theiss 2004).
In many barotropic studies, starting with Williams
(1978), the jets emerge in forced-dissipative regimes
driven by a spatially homogeneous, small-scale random
forcing. In these studies, the central assumption is that
the imposed forcing qualitatively approximates the ac-
tion of the baroclinic eddies on the barotropic jets. In
this type of model, the jets are formed as a result of the
inverse energy cascade, and the b-effect creates strong
anisotropy and channels a large fraction of the energy
1 The Rhines scale is commonly thought to be the physical scale
at which the inverse energy cascade in the turbulence is ‘‘arrested’’
by the propagating Rossby waves. On the other hand, there are
arguments that most of the cascading energy overcomes the arrest
and continues to cascade up to the largest scales (Huang and
Robinson 1998; Sukoriansky et al. 2007).
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into zonal jets. Thus, the corresponding energy spectrum
is strongly anisotropic (e.g., Vallis and Maltrud 1993;
Chekhlov et al. 1996; Galperin et al. 2004), and the
spectral nonlinear interactions are significantly nonlocal
[Balk et al. (1990); see also the laboratory experiment by
Wordsworth et al. (2008)]. There are flow regimes in
which the meridional energy spectrum is characterized
by several peaks and by large coherence of the corre-
sponding Fourier modes (Danilov and Gurarie 2004;
Danilov and Gryanik 2004). Finally, with the help of the
stochastic structural stability approach, it is argued that
the randomly forced barotropic jets can be described as
the preferred growing structures (Farrell and Ioannou
2007, 2008).
The baroclinic components of the jets and the corre-
sponding barotropic–baroclinic and baroclinic–baroclinic
interactions are poorly understood because they require
more realistic models with several vertical degrees of
freedom. Panetta (1993, hereafter P93) studied multiple
zonal jets in a two-layer double-periodic flow driven by a
supercritical, eastward, vertically sheared background
flow. He found that the jets are maintained by diver-
gence of the momentum rather than buoyancy eddy
flux,2 and the meridional scaling of the jets is consistent
with the Rhines scale. Also, P93 reports (i) asymmetry
between the (prograde) eastward (faster but narrower)
and (retrograde) westward (weaker but broader) jets3
and (ii) intrinsic low-frequency variability associated
with the meridional migration, meandering, and merger
of the jets. The jets were also found in a truncated P93-
like model (Kaspi and Flierl 2007). Finally, large-scale
zonal jets were studied in wind-driven zonal-channel
models with (Treguier and Panetta 1994) and without
(Lee 1997) topography, but these models simulate only
one or two such jets.
It has been proposed that the structure of the jets can
be explained in terms of the ‘‘PV staircase’’ (Baldwin
et al. 2007; Dritschel andMcIntyre 2008; Dunkerton and
Scott 2008), which stems from the inhomogeneous
mixing idea of McIntyre (1982). In the staircase, the
cores of the eastward jets act as partial, material trans-
port barriers that separate broad zonal bands charac-
terized by intense eddy-induced meridional mixing (i.e.,
mixers). As a result of such inhomogeneous mixing, the
meridional time-mean PV profile resembles a staircase,
and the corresponding zonal velocity develops its east–
west asymmetry,4 as dictated by the PV inversion. The
existence of the material transport barriers and mixers
associated with strong eastward jets was confirmed in
some models (Juckes and McIntyre 1987; Haynes et al.
2007; Esler 2008; Greenslade and Haynes 2008; Beron-
Vera et al. 2008), observations (Haynes and Shuckburgh
2000; Marshall et al. 2006), and laboratory experiments
(Sommeria et al. 1989). The PV profiles only resem-
bling staircases were found in some models (Vallis and
Maltrud 1993; Thompson and Young 2007; Scott and
Polvani 2007) and laboratory experiments (one of the
regimes reported by Read et al. 2007), but no such evi-
dence was reported from the ocean observations and
comprehensive GCMs. To what extent the oceanic jets
are transport barriers and mixers is an open question.
Finding relationships between the background flow
parameters and the eddy fluxes across the jets is an im-
portant issue. In some works, a scaling for the corre-
sponding eddy diffusivity component is given in terms of
the inverse energy cascade arguments, without explicit
accounting for the multiple jets (Smith et al. 2002;
Lapeyre and Held 2003). On the other hand, it is argued
that baroclinic–barotropic interactions associated with
the multiple zonal jets cause these cascade arguments to
break down (Thompson and Young 2007).
The earlier mentioned modeling studies of jets were
motivated by atmospheric dynamics on giant gas planets
and focused on zonally unbounded flows. The effects of
the meridional boundaries on properties of the jets have
never been isolated and analyzed. Motivated by the
oceanic rather than atmospheric jets, we will do this by
solving for the jets with and without the meridional
basin boundaries.
Historically, many of the idealized closed-basin studies
focused on the dynamics of the wind-driven large-scale
gyres, which in the upper ocean tend to mask weak zonal
jets embedded in the flow. Nevertheless, these jets man-
ifest themselves by inducing enhanced material disper-
sion in the zonal direction (Berloff et al. 2002). Although
these jets remain poorly understood, the formation of the
multiple zonal jets was studied in randomly forced, baro-
tropic (Nadiga 2006; Kramer et al. 2006) and stratified
(Berloff 2005) closed basins. In the latter study, it is ar-
gued that such jets are driven bynonlinear self-interactions
of the weakly damped basin modes. Overall, the effects
2 It is hard to estimate the eddy fluxes from the observations.
There is evidence that some jets aremaintained, whereas others are
resisted by the diverging momentum fluxes (Hughes and Ash
2001).
3 It is argued that in the double-periodic, barotropic decaying
turbulence damped only by the high-order lateral friction, this
asymmetry becomes reversed because in the westward jets, tran-
sient Rossby waves are dissipated more efficiently than in the
eastward jets (Ishioka et al. 2007).
4 An alternative argument explaining the velocity asymmetry
exploits the analogy with hydraulically controlled flow and thus
relates velocity and the width of the jet (Army 1989).
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of the meridional boundaries on properties of the jets
have never been isolated and analyzed, and, in this
study, we will do this by solving for the jets with and
without the meridional basin boundaries.
There are other types of multiple jets that are similar
to the jets, which are the focus of this paper. The
equatorial currents (Firing 1987) might be dynamically
related to the midlatitude, multiple zonal jets through
instabilities of large-scale waves (e.g., Hua et al. 2008).
Multiple-jet zonation of currents is also observed on
continental slopes (Franco et al. 2008), suggesting the
important role for the topographic b effect. Finally,
vigorous research on zonal jets is carried out by the
plasma physics community—many aspects of this effort
have geophysical counterparts; a comprehensive review
of the subject is in Diamond et al. (2005).
In summary, past studies have not yielded a univer-
sally accepted view on the origins and dynamics of the
multiple zonal jets observed in the oceans (and atmo-
spheres). Nearly all theories argue that the jets are a
nonlinear phenomenon driven by the mesoscale eddies
in the presence of the meridional gradient of the plan-
etary vorticity, but most theories focus on the barotropic
dynamics and neglect the effects of the background flow
and lateral boundaries.
b. Ocean model
This study aims to analyze the multiple zonal jets em-
bedded in zonal oceanic flows, such as those simulated in
the comprehensive, eddy-resolving GCM (KBP09) and
shown in Fig. 1. In these solutions, the multiple jets are
more pronounced in the southern half of the subtropical
gyre, where the background flow is westward, and in the
region of 408–558N, where the background flow is east-
ward. In both of these regions, the background flow is
upper-ocean intensified and nearly zonal; also, it does
not change the sign with depth and decays to zero near
the bottom. Our choice of the idealized model and the
background flow configuration is motivated by these
characteristics: we establish the simplest, but physically
relevant, starting point; the more physical complexity
can be systematically added later on. For most of the
study, the basin is configured as a zonally periodic chan-
nel with a flat bottom; this imposes zonal homogeneity of
the time-mean eddy fluxes and, thus, greatly simplifies
the initial analysis. A closed-basin extension of themodel
is considered as well, later, for assessing the effects of
the meridional boundaries. In this paper we diagnose
the jet patterns, the material transport properties of the
flow, and the eddy dynamics—both for the eastward and
FIG. 1. Multiple zonal jets simulated by a comprehensive, eddy-resolving GCM of the North
Atlantic (KBP 2009). Shown is zonal velocity, averaged over 9 yr, at 500-m depth. The sche-
matic rectangles 1 and 2 indicate regions dominated by thewestward and eastward upper-ocean
background flows, respectively.
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westward background flows and also for a broad range
of model parameters. However, the underlying theory,
which relies on the linear stability arguments, is presented
in the sequel paper by Berloff et al. (2009).
The meridional width of the reference channel isLy5
1800 km, but some solutions with Ly5 3600 km are also
discussed. The channel is zonally periodic, with the
period Lx 5 2Ly. The total depth of fluid is H 5 4 km.
The background planetary vorticity gradient is b 5
2 3 10211 m21 s21, and the midchannel (458N) Coriolis
parameter is f0 5 0.83 3 10
24 s21. The bottom friction
g is varied from zero to 4 3 1027 s21, and its reference
value is zero. The eddy viscosity n is varied from 50
to 400 m2 s21 (this range is typical of eddy-resolving
GCMs), and its reference value is 100 m2 s21.
The stratification is approximated with either two or
three stacked isopycnal layers, thus allowing for the
systematic study of the importance of the second baro-
clinic mode. In the two-layer case, the layer depths are
H1 5 1 and H2 5 3 km, starting from the top; in the
three-layer case, the depths are H1 5 1, H2 5 1, and
H35 2 km, respectively. The reduced gravities g91 and g92
are associated with the density jumps across the upper
and lower interfaces between the isopycnal layers, and
g92 exists only in the three-layer model. The stratification
parameters of the three-layer model are as follows:
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and the reduced gravities are chosen so that the first and
the second baroclinic Rossby deformation radii, Rd1 and
Rd2, are 25 and 12 km, respectively. In the two-layer
model, there are only two stratification parameters, S1
and S2 5 S21, and g91 is chosen so that the only defor-
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The quasigeostrophic equations (Pedlosky 1987) for
three dynamically active isopycnal layers are as follows:
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where the layer indexstarts fromthetop,J() is the Jacobian
operator,Di
LS is the large-scale dissipation, and the last
term in (4) is the bottom friction. The isopycnal PV
anomalies qi are related to the velocity streamfunctions
ci through the elliptic, PV inversion subproblem
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The two-layer modification of the model is formulated
similarly:
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The isopycnal velocity components are found from the
velocity streamfunction as follows:
u
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and y
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5
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The dynamical equations are solved either in their
original, isopycnal-layer form or in terms of their vertical-
mode equivalence (McWilliams 2006). No-slip lateral-
boundary conditions are used for each isopycnal layer.
The mass and momentum constraints are imposed fol-
lowing McWilliams (1977).
The forcing in the governing equations is introduced
through the imposed, background velocity with vertical
shear (Haidvogel and Held 1980; P93):
c
i
!U
i
y1c
i
, (13)
where Ui is the background zonal velocity. The forcing
can also be interpreted as the imposedmeridional density
contrast across the channel. We always set the deepest-
layer background velocity to zero, and in the three-layer
model, we set U2 5 0.5U1. Given (13), the governing
equations are rewritten with respect to perturbations
ci and qi around the background flow. The background
velocity Ui is horizontally uniform, which ensures that
the characteristic length scales of the multiple jets are
not imposed but, instead, are internally generated by the
intrinsic flow dynamics. The background flow configu-
ration is linearly unstable for the parameters of interest
and therefore the flow solutions are full with transient
eddies.
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We impose large-scale damping,
DLSi 5 lijcj, (14)
that selectively acts on the largest scales of motion. In
some previous studies of the multiple zonal jets, large-
scale damping is included either explicitly (e.g., Danilov
and Gurarie 2004) or implicitly in the form of thermal
radiative cooling (e.g., P93). In our model, lij is chosen
so that if (14) is projected on the vertical modes, then lij
becomes the diagonal and isotropic tensor with the
magnitude given by the large-scale damping rate l. We
assessed the effect of the large-scale damping by setting l
to zero, but the reference value of l is 13 1027 m22 s21.
In the absence of bottom friction, this damping accounts
for only 3%of the total energy dissipation but it prevents
a very slow (on the time scale of centuries) merger of the
multiple zonal jets into the broad jet in the center with
two return jets around it. A similar effect can be obtained
by very weak bottom friction, which accounts for only
about 6% of the total energy dissipation in the model.
Although we varied the bottom friction in the sensitivity
study, our main focus is on the multiple-jet flow regime,
which is dominated by the lateral dissipation and is the
same regime studied in KBP09. At this point, DLS
crudely accounts for the large-scale energy sink associ-
ated with the missing meridional boundary layers.
We studied dependence on the main parameters, but
most of the presentation focuses on the two reference
solutions—for the EB and WB flows (Table 1). The EB
flow is twice stronger than the WB flow, and each flow is
about 1.5 times stronger than the corresponding critical
flow. Significant differences between the single-jet dy-
namics in the EB and WB flows were first reported by
Ivchenko et al. (1997) but overall the WB flows were
significantly less studied in the past.
The governing equations are discretized with second-
order finite differences, and the formulation of the
Jacobians is PV flux conserving. The prognostic equa-
tions are marched in time with the leapfrog scheme and
0.5-h time step, and the elliptic PV inversion problem is
solved for the corresponding velocity streamfunctions
on each time step by a direct solver. The horizontal grid
resolution is uniform with 7-km resolution (512 3 257
grid points for the reference solutions). The statisti-
cally equilibrated regimes are reached after 20–40 yr of
integration, and our analysis is based on the subsequent
100 yr of integration.
Dynamical analysis of the flow solutions is based on
calculating eddy fluxes of PV and its components rela-
tive vorticity
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and isopycnal stretching (take S22 5 S3 5 0 in the two-
layer model)
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which corresponds to the local anomaly of the buoyancy.
The flow solutions are decomposed into the time-mean
ci and fluctuation c9i components; the fluctuations are
referred to as the mesoscale eddies. In the ith isopycnal
layer, the time-mean eddy PV flux is defined as
f
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and the eddy fluxes of R, f
Ri
, and B, f
Bi
, are defined
similarly. The time-mean eddy forcing term
F
i
(x, y)5$f
i
(18)
can be interpreted as internally generated PV forcing
that maintains the multiple zonal jets. Minus diver-
gences of fR and fB are the Reynolds stress forcing, FRi,
and form stress forcing, FBi, respectively. In the channel,
total eddy forcing is always balanced by the dissipation
terms, which are completely dominated by the lateral
friction.
2. Main features of the multiple jets
The flow solutions (Fig. 2) can be characterized as
follows. The time-mean jets are asymmetric in the sense
that the eastward jets are faster and narrower than the
westward jets, but the total eastward and westward mass
transports are always equal as a result of the zonal mo-
mentum conservation. We focus on the channel with
Ly 5 1800 km (72 Rd1), but some benchmark solutions
are found for Ly 5 3600 km (144 Rd1) to demonstrate
that as long as there are many jets in the channel, the
TABLE 1. Parameters used in the two-layer channel model. The other parameters are kept fixed: Lx 5 2Ly, Rd1 5 25 km, H1 5 1 and
H2 5 3 km, and U2 is zero.
EBU1 WBU1 b 3 10
11 n g 3 107 l 3 107 Ly
Reference value 16 cm s21 23 cm s21 2 m21 s21 100 m2 s21 0 s21 2 m22 s21 1800 km
Variation 14O 110 21.5O 28 0.3O 3 60O 500 0O 4 0 O 20 Ly/ 2Ly
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phenomenology and dynamics are largely insensitive to
Ly (Fig. 3). On the other hand, the solutions are mod-
erately sensitive to the initial conditions because the
model allows for the multiple equilibria characterized
by different numbers of the jets in the channel (Fig. 3;
section 4).
Despite some similarities, the EB and WB flow re-
gimes are very different. In the EB flow, the barotropic
and baroclinic jet components flowing in the same di-
rection are located on the same latitudes—that is, they
reinforce each other—whereas in the WB flow they op-
pose each other. As a result of this behavior, deep-ocean
jets are weaker/stronger than the upper-ocean jets in the
EB/WB flow. Finally, between the EB and WB flows,
there are fundamental dynamical and kinematical dif-
ferences discussed further later.
The importance of the second baroclinic mode is
studied by comparing the two- and three-layer versions
of the model (section 1b). The corresponding solutions
have important similarities and differences (Fig. 4;
compare with Fig. 2). The similarity of themeridional jet
structures allows us to focus the presentation on the two-
layer flow regimes and tomake connections to the three-
layer regimes only when necessary. The main difference
is in the significant reduction of the barotropic compo-
nent of the jets in the presence of the second baroclinic
mode. This result undermines the common assumption
(section 1a) that the structure of the barotropic com-
ponent of the jets can be properly captured with a purely
barotropic model (in section 5, we again demonstrate
the importance of baroclinic–baroclinic interactions for
the barotropic dynamics). In the WB flow, the second
baroclinic mode plays a more important role than in the
EB flow. This is due to the enhanced importance of the
deep-ocean flow, which is better represented with the in-
creased vertical resolution. Important dynamical roles of
the second baroclinic mode are addressed in section 5.
3. Lagrangian analysis and PV washboard
This section discusses the meridional structure of the
time-mean PV, relates it to the meridional, eddy-induced
material transport, and connects these results to the PV
staircase paradigm (section 1a).
The PV staircase paradigm—commonly discussed in
the context of eastward background flows—implies that
the cores of the prograde (i.e., adding to the background
flow) jets tend to behave as barriers to the meridi-
onal material transport, whereas the retrograde (i.e.,
subtracting from the background flow) jets behave as
mixers (i.e., surf zones) of the meridional material trans-
port. Because, in the absence of diabatic sources, PV is a
FIG. 2. Multiple-jet flow in the two-layer zonal channel. Instantaneous (a) barotropic and
(b) baroclinic velocity streamfunctions of the EB flow reference solution [contour interval (CI)5
2 Sv]. (right) The corresponding time-mean zonal velocity profiles. Straight lines indicate
the background velocities. Latitude values are normalized by the width of the channel (Ly 5
1800 km 5 72 Rd1).
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materially conserved quantity, these barriers and mixers,
if they are very strong, should be associated with the
evident meridional PV steps and interstep zones, re-
spectively. Here, the snag is that most of the studies
predicting the staircase are backed up by the single-layer
models, and it remains to be shown that the staircase can
be reached in more realistic models.
In the presence of a regular array of multiple zonal
jets, it is not surprising to see a nearly periodic defor-
mation of the corresponding meridional PV profile.
More important is how close this profile approaches the
ideal staircase, which corresponds to broad regions of
homogenized, zero-gradient PV separated by steep PV
steps with the infinite gradient. Within the broad range
of explored parameters, we find that PV profiles do not
approach the ideal staircase (Fig. 5). Instead, these
profiles can be characterized as PV ‘‘washboards,’’
which are weaker in the WB flow regime. Unlike the
staircase, these washboards exhibit partially homoge-
nized zones that separate equally broad zones with
modestly enhanced PV gradient. The latter gradient, how-
ever, exceed the background PV gradient by a modest
FIG. 3. Time-mean zonal velocity components in the broad channel. (top) The upper-ocean (thick line) and deep-
ocean (thin line) velocity components. (bottom) The corresponding barotropic (thick line) and baroclinic (thin line)
velocity components. Multiple EB flow solutions with either (a),(d) 10 or (b),(e) 9 eastward jets. These solutions are
the broad-channel equivalents of the solution in Fig. 2. (c),(f)WBflow solution is also shown. Straight lines indicate the
background flow velocities. Latitude values are normalized by the width of the channel (Ly 5 3600 km 5 144 Rd1).
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FIG. 4. Time-mean zonal velocities of the three-layer channel model. Isopycnal-layer ve-
locities corresponding to the (a) EB and (b) WB flow reference solutions are shown in the
upper-ocean (thick curve), middle-ocean (dashed thick curve), and deep-ocean layers (thin
curve). (c),(d) The corresponding barotropic (thick curve), first baroclinic (dashed thick curve),
and second baroclinic (thin curve) velocities. Vertical lines indicate the corresponding back-
ground flow velocities.
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FIG. 5.Meridional structure of the time-mean PV. The panels corresponds to the EB andWB
flow solutions from Figs. 3a,c. (a),(c) The upper-ocean (thick) and deep-ocean (thin curve) PV
profiles; (b),(d) the corresponding PV gradients. The upper- and deep-ocean PV profiles are
normalized by Lyjb 1 S1U1j and Lyjb 2 S2Ulj, respectively; hence, the corresponding back-
ground gradients (indicated by straight lines) are either11 or21, depending on the sign of the
background PV gradient.
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factor of 2 or smaller. Amore detailed inspection reveals
that some of these partial barrier and mixing zones in-
corporate more localized and weaker secondary barrier
and mixing zones, suggesting that the staircase descrip-
tion is even less relevant.
To clarify the relationship between the washboard
and the eddy-induced, meridionalmaterial transport, we
carried out the Lagrangian analysis of the flow. The
methodology is as follows: The transport of material is
represented by Lagrangian particles uniformly distrib-
uted in space and advected by the flow velocity. Time
integration of the particle trajectories is performed by
fourth-order Runge–Kutta method, with the flow ve-
locity obtained by the bicubic spatial interpolation of the
velocity streamfunction field. For each latitude and
isopycnal layer, we find an ensemble of particles that, by
the end of the specified time interval, have migrated
across the latitude of interest in either the northward or
southward direction. Each ensemble incorporates sev-
eral realizations that differ by the timing at which the
particles were deployed in the evolving flow. We find
that the time interval of 100 days, 500 realizations, 1000
particles in each realization, and 1-day intervals between
the particle releases gives reliable statistics.
The totalmeridional material fluxMi
tot(y) is estimated
by dividing the total number of particles in the corre-
sponding ensemble by the time interval and by the
number of realizations. A component of this flux needs
to be sorted out because it can be interpreted as re-
versible. The reversibility is associated with coherent
blobs of fluid that migrate across the latitude of interest
but do not cross a PV isoline that evolves in time and
corresponds to the time-mean PV on this latitude. The
irreversible component Mi
irrev(y) of the total flux is ob-
tained by counting only those particles that eventually
crossed the corresponding instantaneous PV isoline.
Fluxes Mi
tot(y) and Mi
irrev(y) calculated from the refer-
ence solutions are shown in Fig. 6. The irreversible flux
can be a small fraction of the total flux, and it is a more
accurate detector of the barriers and mixers.
In the EB regime, the cores of the upper-ocean pro-
grade (eastward) jets manifest themselves as weak trans-
port barriers separated by themixing zones. However, in
the deep ocean the picture is the opposite: the eastward
jets act as the mixing zones separated by the barriers
associated with the westward jets. In theWB regime, the
upper-ocean barriers—located between the prograde
(westward) and retrograde (eastward) jet cores—are
the weakest. The upper-ocean prograde jets and the
cores of the retrograde jets behave as very weak mixers.
In the deep ocean, the barrier/mixer contrast is notice-
ably larger; the mixing zones are located only on the
prograde (relative to U1) jets, and the barriers are lo-
cated on the southern flanks of the prograde jets. Over-
all, the permeability contrast between the barriers and
mixers—responsible for bending the washboard—can be
characterized by factors of about 4 and 1.5 in the EB and
WB regimes, respectively.
We confirmed the configurations of the barriers and
mixers with a different methodology, by solving for the
meridional eddy fluxes of the passive tracer concentra-
tion. The corresponding tracer equilibrium was main-
tained by imposing the tracer source/sinkwith the uniform
meridional gradient. We also calculated effective diffu-
sivities (Shuckburgh and Haynes 2003; Greenslade and
Haynes 2008), and they yielded qualitatively similar
results.
The existence of the weak barriers in the upper-ocean
eastward jets (of the EB regime) is consistent with the
observed, slightly different but distinct, bands of chlo-
rophyll concentrations in the multiple jets of the South-
ern Ocean (Sokolov and Rintoul 2007b); however, more
detailed observational evidence of the jets’ permeability
is not available, so far. The weak barriers and mixers
simulated by our idealized model are consistent with
those simulated by the comprehensive eddy-resolving
GCM (KBP09).
To prove that our time-mean flow is indeed very far
from the ideal staircase, we solved for the velocity pro-
files corresponding to the ideal PV staircases fitted in
both isopycnal layers. The inversion of this PV into ve-
locity was made with the elliptic solver from the model.
The outcome yielded a qualitatively incorrect velocity
field and more so in the WB regime. The corresponding
EB velocity profiles, illustrated by Fig. 7, should be
compared with the actual velocity profiles from Figs.
3a,c: on the same latitudes, deep-ocean jets emerging on
the top of the background flow are in the opposite di-
rection to the upper-ocean jets, and the amplitudes of
the jets are also predicted incorrectly. This is so because
the actual jets in the model have equally important
barotropic and baroclinic modes, whereas the implied
two-layer staircase significantly underpredicts the baro-
tropic mode.
The inhomogeneity of the meridional material fluxes
results into inhomogeneity of the eddy PV fluxes and
their components (Figs. 11, 12). In all solutions, eddy PV
and buoyancy fluxes are directed down gradient relative
to the corresponding time-mean quantities; in this sense,
these fluxes are diffusive (although with the nonuniform
diffusivities). Relative-vorticity fluxes, in contrast, can
be both down and up gradient. In the EB flow, f
R
and
f
B
nearly cancel each other in the cores of the pro-
grade jets, where they have well-defined local extrema.
These partial eddy PV flux barriers, which correspond to
this cancellation, are consistent with the associated weak
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material transport barriers. In the deep ocean, the weak
barriers and mixers exchange their locations, and the up
gradient f
R
competes with the f
B
in the retrograde jets. In
theWBflow, in terms of the eddy flux patterns, the upper
layer plays the role of the EB flow deep layer (Fig. 12).
The contrast between the barriers and mixers is rela-
tively weak, and there are meridional high-frequency
variations associatedwith fB. All of this is consistent with
the material transport analysis of this section.
To summarize, we have found that the description of
the time-mean meridional PV in terms of the staircase is
not accurate. The observed PV pattern—referred to as
the washboard—is associated with weak and alternating
material transport barriers and mixers. The locations of
the barriers and mixers depend on direction of the
background flow and depth, and the barriers are not
necessarily located on the prograde jets. The time-mean
flow does not approach the ideal PV staircase because of
the strong barotropic mode predicted by the dynamics.
4. Meridional scale of the jets
In this section, we demonstrate that the multiple jets
are a robust feature of themodel. Also, we show that the
empirical width of the jets does not scale with Rhines
scaling, which is based on the nonlinear inverse cascade
arguments. We address both issues by studying the
sensitivity of the jet width to parameters of the problem.
We define the meridional jet scale Lj as the length
scale corresponding to the mean wavenumber (i.e., the
one corresponding to the median value in the spec-
trum) kj of the meridional power spectrum E(k) of the
time-mean and zonally averaged, zonal barotropic ve-
locity. The barotropic component of velocity is chosen
FIG. 6. Meridional material transport. Total Mi
tot and irreversible Mi
irrev(y) material fluxes
are shown with thick curve and thick curve with filled circles, respectively. Both fluxes are
normalized by the maximum value of the corresponding total flux. The corresponding profiles
of the time-mean PV (thin) and zonal velocity (dashed curve) anomalies are shown for con-
venience, with arbitrary amplitudes, (a) upper-ocean and (b) deep-oceanmaterial fluxes for the
reference EB flow solution. (c),(d) Corresponds to the referenceWB flow solution; because the
background flow is negative, the corresponding material fluxes are multiplied by 21, for
convenience.
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for compatibility and comparison with numerous pre-
vious studies of the multiple jets in barotropic models
(section 1a). Thus, Lj is diagnosed from the following
relationships:
L
j
5
2p
k
j
, 2
ðk
j
0
E(k) dk5
ð‘
0
E(k) dk. (19)
The above definition5 is different from the one used in
P93 and Berloff (2005), where kj corresponds to the
maximum of E(k). This is motivated by the fact that the
spectrum typically has two extrema: the new definition
removes potential discontinuities from the functional
dependency of kj on parameters of the problem.
An important length scale of the problem is the Rhines
scale
L
r
5
U
b
 1/2
, (20)
where U is some velocity scale that characterizes tran-
sient fluctuations of the flow. There is ambiguity in
choosing U; nevertheless, in P93 it is argued that with
U chosen as the square root of the eddy kinetic energy,
the meridional width of the multiple zonal jets scales
with (20)—that is, Lj ; Lr. Here, we make the same
choice of U. (An alternative choice of Umight be based
on the barotropic-mode or upper-ocean velocity vari-
ances.)
The dependence of Lj on the background shear is
obtained by calculating two sets of solutions that have
either eastward or westward U1 (and U2 5 0). All other
parameters are as in the reference solutions. Overall,
Lj increases with the shear, but the underlying rela-
tionship is not simple. At least three different6 solution
branches, obtained by starting the model from different
initial conditions, are found in each set of the solutions
(Fig. 8a). These branches represent multiple equilibria
of the flow characterized by different numbers of the
jets. By plotting the ratio r 5 LjLr
21 against U1, we find
FIG. 7. Zonal velocity profiles corresponding to the ideal PV staircases. These velocities are
in sharp contrast to velocities of the actual solutions of the flow dynamics (Figs. 2 and 3).
Isopycnal-layer velocities of the (a) EB and (b)WB flow reference solutions. Upper- and deep-
ocean velocity profiles are normalized by their peak values and shown with thick and thin
curves, respectively.
5 When all jets are clearly visible and therefore can be easily
counted, Lj is roughly equivalent to the channel width divided by
the number of the jets.
6 To our knowledge, multiple solutions have been reported only
once, with a barotropic multiple-jet model (Danilov and Gurarie
2004).
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that Lj does not scale with Lr, even on the individual
branches (Fig. 8b). The Rhines scaling (20) would imply
that r is constant but this is, apparently, not the case,
because r changes by a factor more than 5 over the ex-
plored range of U1. A better scaling estimate would be
r 5 c1 1 c2U1, where the constant coefficients can be
estimated from the EB- andWB-flow linear fits (Fig. 8b).
The dependence of Lj on b is studied by varying b
around its reference value of 23 10211 m21 s21 (Fig. 9).
We find that Lj is minimal on the plateau that includes
the reference value of b, and it gradually increases away
from it. The Rhines scaling (20) is generally not con-
firmed because r is not nearly constant. However, in
the EB flow, for b in the range between 1 and 2 3
10211 m21 s21, the Rhines scaling is approximately con-
firmed, which is consistent with P93, where the same
range of b is explored. For smaller values of b, the flow
solutions are dominated by very energetic eddies by a few
weak and broad jets in the interior of the channel and
by intense and narrow baroclinic eastward jets near the
zonal boundaries. This flow regime is driven by the eddies
that efficiently mix buoyancy in the meridional direction
and thus significantly flatten the background isopycnals,
so that the time-mean flow becomes less supercritical.
The variations of the bottom friction parameter g
reveal that, for both background flow directions, Lj
moderately decreases when g increases from zero to
more realistic values (Fig. 10a). In the WB flow, this
tendency reverses at g ’ 1027 s21 (i.e., spin-down time
of about four months). The increase of Lj at larger
values of g is associated with the fading of the barotropic
component of these jets as a result of the intense bottom
friction and is in disagreement with the Rhines scaling.
This large-g regime is dominated by the near-boundary
jets. In the EB flow,Lj drops by 30% as g increases from
zero to about 1028 s21 (i.e., spin-down time of about
1–2 weeks); after that, it remains largely insensitive to
further increase of 7. In the range 1027 s21 , g , 4 3
1027 s21, as has been explored in P93, Lj is approxi-
mately proportional to Lr. This implies that our results
are consistent with P93, who reports Rhines scaling in
the narrower range of parameters. However, we do not
confirm Rhines scaling for smaller values of g and in the
WB flow, overall.
FIG. 8. Dependence of Lj on the background flow velocity. Ratio of (a) Lj to the channel
width and (b) Lj to the Rhines scale Lr. Multiple solution branches are connected with con-
tinuous curves; straight lines in (b) indicate linear best square fit.
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We also varied eddy viscosity n from the half of the
reference value of 100 m2 s21 to the value at which the
flow is linearly stable (Fig. 10b). The exploration of very
large Reynolds numbers corresponding to even lower
values of n is left for the future because it requires
massive computations on a finer horizontal grid needed
for resolving finer length scales of the eddies. Overall,Lj
increases with n more steeply in the WB flow. There is a
sign of convergence of Lj at the values of n smaller and
about the reference value of 100 m2 s21, suggesting the
robustness of the multiple-jet configuration. Rhines
scaling for the sets of solutions with variable n is not
confirmed as, over the explored range of n, r decreases
by a factor of 4 in the WB flow and by about 40% in the
EB flow (Figs. 11 and 12).
Finally, we explored the sensitivity of the jets to var-
iations of the stratification in the two-layer model by
varying Rossby deformation radius Rd1 from 10 to
35 km and the ratio of the layer depth H1/H2 from 0.15
to 1.0. We found that the WB flow jets are nearly in-
sensitive to these variations, whereas in the EB flow the
jet width moderately increases for larger ratio and for
smaller Rd1, in accordance with the flow becomingmore
supercritical.
5. Nonlinear dynamics
In this section, the dynamical effects of the eddies on the
multiple jets are analyzed and quantified in terms of the
eddy forcing and its components. A theoretical explana-
tion of these findings is presented in Berloff et al. (2009).
a. Formulation of the eddy forcing and its
components
In the channel, the time-mean PV balance is between
eddy forcing and dissipation. The key dynamical question
FIG. 9. Dependence of Lj on b. (a) Ratio of Lj to the channel width is shown for EB (thick
curve) and WB (thin curve) flow solutions. (b) Ratio of Lj to L, for the same set of solutions.
FIG. 10. Dependence of Lj, on (a) g and (b) n. Individual dots are connected with curves,
except when straight line is least square fitted in (b), where thick and thin curves correspond to
the EB and WB flow solutions, respectively.
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addresses the composition of the eddy forcing in terms of
the relative vorticity and buoyancy components. The
analysis of the eddy forcing in terms of the vertical-mode
interactions illuminates the role of baroclinic dynamics
and permits the comparison with the barotropic and
equivalent-barotropic models (section 1a).
The vertical-mode velocity streamfunctions and poten-
tial vorticities are related to the corresponding isopycnal-
layer quantities as
f(i)(t, x, y)5 u
ij
c
j
(t, x, y) and
p(i)(t, x, y)5 u
ij
q
j
(t, x, y), (21)
where the superscript i is the mode index, summation
over j 5 1,N (N is the number of the active isopycnal
layers/vertical modes) is assumed, and uij is the trans-
formation matrix calculated from the stratification pa-
rameters (e.g., McWilliams 2006). The corresponding
inverse transformation matrix is
v
ij
5 u1ij . (22)
In terms of the vertical modes, the relationship (5)–(7)
that connects the PV and velocity streamfunction fields
is diagonalized as follows:
FIG. 11. Time-meanmeridional eddy fluxes of PV and its components in the reference EB solution. (top) Fluxes of
(a) PV, (b) relative vorticity, and (c) buoyancy in the upper ocean. (bottom) The same quantities as (a) but for the
deep ocean. In each panel, the flux (thick curve) is normalized by the maximum value of the corresponding full PV
flux. The corresponding profiles of the time-mean PV and its components are shownwith thin curves, and the profiles
of the time-mean zonal velocity are shown with dashed curves but only in (a),(d) (both of these quantities have
arbitrary units).
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p(i)5=2f(i)1T(i)f(i), (23)
where T (i) are transformed stratification parameters.
The ordering is such thatT (1)5 0 (barotropicmode) and
T (i), T (i11) (i . 1 is the baroclinic modes). We project
the governing equations on the vertical modes in accord
with (21) and find the corresponding nonlinear terms
nonlinear(i)[ u
ij
J(c
j
,q
j
)5 u
ij
v
jk
v
jl
J[f(k), p(l)]
[Q(i)kl J[f
(k), p(l)], (24)
where Q(i)kl are the nonlinear-term transformation ma-
trices (for each vertical mode) and summation over the
repetitive indices is assumed. It is easy to show that in
the three-layer model,
Q(1)ij 5 0 if i 6¼ j, (25)
Q(2)ij 5 0 if i5 j5 1, or i5 1,
j5 3, or i5 3, j5 1, and (26)
Q(3)ij 5 0 if i5 j5 1, or i5 1,
j5 2, or i5 2, j5 1. (27)
Eddy forcing is also projected on the vertical modes
F(i)(x, y)[Q(i)kl J[f9(k), p9(l)],
[
N
k,l
F
(i)
kl 5
N
k,l
[F
(i)
R
kl
1F(i)B
kl
]. (28)
Wefocusontherelativecontributionsof individualvertical-
mode interactions to eddy forcing; the corresponding ma-
trix r
(i)
kl has elements that sum up to the unity:
FIG. 12. The same as in Fig. 11, but for the reference WB solution.
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r
(i)
kl 5
ð ð
F
(i)
kl F
(i) dx dyð ð
F(i)
2
dx dy
. (29)
The elements of thematrix are also decomposed into the
Reynolds stress r
(i)
Rkl
and form stress r
(i)
Bkl
forcing com-
ponents. Positive/negative values of r(i) indicate that the
corresponding component of the eddy forcing main-
tains/resists the ith vertical component of the jets. The
magnitude of r(i) quantifies the contribution of the cor-
responding eddy forcing component to the total eddy
forcing.
b. Analysis of the eddy forcing
With the eddy forcing analysis presented in this sec-
tion, we capture the essentials of the eddy/large-scale
interactions driving the jets. In particular, we analyze
vertical-mode interactions and find Reynolds stress and
form stress contributions to the eddy forcing.
Both in the EB and WB flows, the barotropic eddy
forcing is concentrated around the cores of the eastward
jets (Fig. 13). The corresponding barotropic–barotropic
F
(1)
11 and baroclinic–baroclinic F
(1)
jj ( j. 1) eddy forcing
components are equally important and have similar
patterns (Fig. 13). The values of r(1) (Table 2) suggest
the following conclusions. First, the barotropic compo-
nent of the multiple jets cannot be accurately modeled
with purely barotropic dynamics driven by small-scale
random fluctuations, which are often thought of as
the approximation for the baroclinic eddy forcing (sec-
tion 1a). If the first baroclinic mode is not explicitly
taken into account, then the external forcing has to
include some meridionally varying structure, which ac-
counts for the baroclinic eddy effects. Second, the baro-
tropic eddy forcing components corresponding to the
barotropic–barotropic and baroclinic–baroclinic interac-
tions are positively correlated; that is, they work together
rather than compete with each other. Third, the com-
parison of the two- and three-layer barotropic dynamics
FIG. 13. Barotropic eddy forcing and its components. (a) Barotropic–barotropic (continuous)
and baroclinic–baroclinic (dashed curve) eddy forcing components of the reference, two-layer
EB flow solution. (b) Full eddy forcing (thin) is shown along with the time-mean barotropic PV
component (thick curve). The eddy forcing itself and its components are normalized by the
maximum value of the eddy forcing; the barotropic PV is shown with arbitrary units.
TABLE 2. Vertical-mode representation of the eddy forcing in
the barotropic zonal-channel dynamics. The nonzero r terms are
shown for the three- and two-layer (in brackets) multiple-jet ref-
erence solutions.
r
(1)
11 r
(1)
22 r
(1)
33
EB 10.47 (10.63) 10.43 (10.37) 10.10
WB 10.63 (10.72) 10.34 (10.28) 10.03
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suggests that the contribution of the second baroclinic
mode is relatively unimportant in the WB flow, but it is
moderately important in the EB flow. In the EB flow, the
barotropic–barotropic interaction accounts for nearly
three-quarters of the total two-layer eddy forcing; how-
ever, in the three-layer model it accounts for less than
one-half of the eddy forcing. This suggests that the rela-
tive contribution of the barotropic–barotropic interaction
decreases with better vertical resolution.
The baroclinic dynamics is more complex than the
barotropic dynamics because of the many eddy forcing
terms involved. The first and second baroclinic-mode
rmatrices are given in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively, and
the first baroclinic r matrix is calculated for both the
two- and three-layer models.
The meridional profiles of the baroclinic eddy forcing
and some of its components are shown in Fig. 14. The
analysis of the r matrices and the corresponding merid-
ional profiles of the eddy forcing components suggests
the following: In the EB and WB flows, barotropic–
baroclinic and baroclinic–baroclinic interactions are
equally important, and they maintain the jets. The sec-
ond baroclinic mode is important for both background
flow directions. Apart from these aspects, the EB and
WB flow dynamics are rather different, and their dif-
ferences are summarized next.
In the EB flow, the baroclinic component of the jets
is maintained/resisted by the Reynolds/form stress eddy
forcing component (e.g., as in P93). In the three-layer
model, the resisting role of the form stress forcing shifts to
the second-mode baroclinic dynamics, and this role is due
to interactions with the second baroclinic mode. The re-
sisting role of the form stress forcing indicates the baro-
clinic instability of the jets. On the other hand, advections
of the barotropic and first-baroclinic relative vorticities by
the first baroclinic mode (i.e., the corresponding Reynolds
stress forcings) maintain the jets, which can be viewed as a
‘‘negative’’ eddy viscosity effect (e.g., Starr 1968).
In the WB flow, both in the two- and three-layer
models, the Reynolds stress and form stress eddy forcings
act opposite towhat they do in theEBflow.The baroclinic
components of the jets are maintained mostly by the
corresponding form stress forcings. The Reynolds stress
forcing associated with advection of the barotropic re-
lative vorticity by the baroclinic modes acts against the
form stress forcing.7 Thus, the eddies act to destroy the
jets through the ‘‘positive’’ eddy viscosity effect, but they
maintain the jets through the locally converging eddy
buoyancy flux that properly tilts isopycnals. Although, the
ultimate source of the energy is the baroclinic tilt of the
interface, the eddies maintain the jets by locally releasing
their available potential energy back into the time-mean
flow; in this sense, this mechanism is opposite to the bar-
oclinic instability. Next, we find that advection of the
baroclinic relative vorticity by the baroclinic modes is
relatively unimportant and that cross-interactions of the
baroclinic modes are more important than their self-in-
teractions. Finally, we notice that the WB eddy forcing is
characterized by themeridional high-frequency harmonic,
which is a natural outcome of the quadratic nonlinearity.
We also analyzed the dynamics for the cases of mod-
erately supercritical flows with equal layer depths and
with U1 equal to either 6.0 or 22.7 cm s
21. We do not
find strong barotropization of the flow, as predicted by
Smith and Vallis (2002); instead, we find noticeable
qualitative changes only in the EB flow and only in the
baroclinic-mode dynamics. There, we find that the baro-
tropic mode is twice as strong as the baroclinic mode
and that there is the corresponding weakening of the
baroclinic–baroclinic interactions at the expense of the
barotropic–baroclinic interactions.
TABLE 3. Same as in Table 2, but for the first baroclinic dynamics. The columns and rows correspond to the first and second indices of
r
(2)
kl , respectively. The r terms with nonzero eddy buoyancy forcing are split into the Reynolds stress and form stress forcing components
indicated by [R] and [B], respectively. The two-layer r terms are shown in brackets. Empty sections of the table correspond to r
(2)
kl 5 0.
1 2 3
1 WB: 11.43 5 10.61[R] 1 0.82[B]
(WB: 11.81 5 10.70[R] 1 1.11[B])
EB: 10.27 5 10.32[R] 2 0.06[B]
(EB: 20.28 5 10.19[R] 2 0.47[B])
2 WB: 20.88 WB: 10.02 WB: 10.58 5 10.10[R] 1 0.48[B]
(WB: 20.90) (WB: 10.09)
EB: 10.48 EB: 10.07 EB: 10.14 5 10.05[R] 1 0.09[B]
(EB: 10.78) (EB: 10.50)
3 WB: 20.18 5 20.07[R] 2 0.11[B] WB: 10.03
EB: 10.01 5 20.02[R] 1 0.03[B] EB: 10.02
7 The relatively weak, though positive, role of the Reynolds
stress forcing in maintaining a single jet on theWB flow is reported
in Ivchenko et al. (1997).
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6. Role of meridional boundaries
In this section, we study the importance of the me-
ridional boundaries by adding them to the model and by
analyzing the corresponding solutions. To keep the
analysis as simple as possible, we consider a basin
(equivalent to half of the channel) in which the back-
ground flow is the same as in the previous sections; that
is, we allow the background flow to go unaltered by the
meridional boundaries. Those boundaries, however, are
used to constrain the perturbations to that flow to satisfy
zero normal velocity conditions.We, therefore, consider
the jets in the middle of oceanic gyres, away from the
meridional boundaries. This intermediate way station
between a complete basin model and the zonally peri-
odic channel isolates the effects of the meridional
boundaries and keeps the basic problem simple.
For the closed-basin reference solutions, we use the
values ofU15 6.5 and22.5 cm s
21 that yield the clearest
multiple-jet patterns (Fig. 15). The jets are substantially
weaker than those in the channel despite the equally
strong eddies. Also, the jets do not have the noticeable
east–west asymmetry of the zonal velocity that we found
in the channel, and we could not find multiple flow equi-
libria. Finally, the tendency toward the PV staircase—
already weak in the zonal channel—is even weaker in the
closed basin. All these properties are also characteristic
of the multiple jets studied in the North Atlantic GCM
(KBP09).
Another important aspect of the closed-basin dynamics
is the excitation of theweakly damped, large-scale, second
baroclinic basin mode in theWB flow (e.g., Berloff 2005).
The excited basin mode propagates to the west on the
interannual time scale (i.e., with basin-crossing time of the
second baroclinic mode) and explains several properties
of the solution. First, in the middle of the basin, the in-
stantaneous jets are efficiently averaged out, in the time-
mean sense, by themeridional fluctuations associatedwith
the propagating basin mode. Second, in the time-mean
baroclinic component of the flow, there are well-defined,
large-scale cyclonic and anticyclonic recirculations (asso-
ciated with the several jets) near the northern and
southern basin boundaries, respectively. These features
are driven by the nonlinear self-interactions of the mode
(Berloff 2005). In the EB flow, the situation is different
because the least damped basin mode has to propagate
against the background flow, which shortens its zonal
length scale and thus makes it more damped.
The strong zonal inhomogeneity of the jets is a robust
feature of the WB flow: the jets are attached to the
western boundary and extend over three-quarters and
one-half of the basin in the two- and three-layer models,
respectively. In the WB flow, the zonal inhomogeneity
of the jets is stronger and the jets are also more latent.
These are qualitatively consistent with the North At-
lantic simulation (KBP09).
We explored how the width of the jets Lj depends on
the parameters of the problem by finding several sets of
flow solutions.Overall, we found general similarities with
the channel (section 4), except that in the closed basin the
width of the jets is typically 20%–30% shorter. We also
found that the dynamical balances in the interior of the
closed basin and in the zonal channel are qualitatively
similar (section 5), but in the basin the eddy forcing is
noticeably weaker. The closed-basin barrier/mixer con-
trasts from the kinematical analysis (as in section 3) are
found to be much weaker than in the channel.
7. Conclusions and discussion
Multiple alternating zonal jets observed in the ocean
are studied with an idealized quasigeostrophic zonal-
channel model, with the supercritical, zonal background
flow imposed. In themodel, the jets aremaintained by the
mesoscale eddies generated by the flow instabilities. On
the one hand, we continue research line carried out by the
atmospheric community interested in the multiple zonal
jets on Jupiter. On the other hand, we are guided by the
recent discovery of multiple zonal jets in the oceans and
by the jets reported in the eddy-resolving simulations.
Observations and comprehensive GCMs (section 1a)
suggest that the multiple zonal jets have equally im-
portant barotropic and baroclinic components. A similar
conclusion has been drawn by Thompson and Young
(2007). What is the minimal number of the vertical
modes that have to be taken into account? To answer
this question, we systematically studied the interactions
TABLE 4. Same as in Table 3, but for the second baroclinic dynamics.
1 2 3
1 WB: 11.03 5 10.24[R] 1 0.80[B]
EB: 20.84 5 10.22[R] 2 1.06[B]
2 WB: 20.01 WB: 10.36 5 10.06[R] 1 0.30[B]
EB: 10.38 EB: 11.11 5 10.29[R] 1 0.82[B]
3 WB: 20.24 WB: 20.16 5 20.09[R] 2 0.07[B] WB: 10.01
EB: 10.54 EB: 20.12 5 0.07[R] 2 0.19[B] EB: 20.07
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between the vertical modes. Our results suggest that for
capturing the qualitative dynamics, the two-layer model
is the minimal one and for more accurate quantitative
predictions, the second baroclinic mode and, perhaps,
even higher modes have to be taken into account.
We find that the barotropic component of the jets is
maintained by both barotropic–barotropic and baroclinic–
baroclinic time-mean interactions. Thus, the prediction of
the barotropic component of the jets from a purely baro-
tropic model in which effects of the higher modes are
approximated by the small-scale random forcing (e.g., as
in a number of the studies discussed in section 1a) can be
problematic. This is because the barotropic jets are largely
driven by the baroclinic-mode Reynolds stress forcing.
Similarly, the prediction of the baroclinic compo-
nent of the jets from the randomly forced equivalent-
barotropic model is likely to be inaccurate because of
the missing contribution from the barotropic eddies.
In particular, in the eastward background flow the baro-
clinic component of the jets is maintained by the
barotropic–baroclinic interactions, whereas in the west-
ward background flow both the barotropic–baroclinic and
baroclinic–baroclinic interactions are found to be im-
portant. Also, not only the first but also the second
baroclinic mode is found to be important for maintain-
ing the baroclinic component of the jets; the barotropic
component of the jets is maintained mostly by the baro-
tropic and first baroclinic modes.
FIG. 14. Baroclinic eddy forcing and its components. (a) Barotropic–baroclinic (thin) and baroclinic–baroclinic
(dashed curve); (b) relative-vorticity (thin) and buoyancy (dashed curve) eddy forcing components of the reference,
two-layer EB flow solution; (c) full eddy forcing (thin) is shown along with the time-mean baroclinic PV component
(thick curve). The eddy forcing itself and its components are normalized by the maximum value of the eddy forcing;
the baroclinic PV is shown with arbitrary units. (bottom) The same quantities as in (a)–(c), but for the WB flow
solution.
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We studied the roles of the eddy forcing and its
components in maintaining the jets as well as meridional
scaling, kinematical properties, and the roles of merid-
ional boundaries. The eddy forcing is a result of the
eddy-driven down-gradient mixing of the background
PV. It is shown that only in the eastward background
flow is the baroclinic component of the jets maintained
by the Reynolds stress component of the eddy forcing.
This behavior of the Reynolds stresses can be viewed as
an example of ‘‘negative viscosity’’ phenomena (Phillips
1956; Starr 1968). In the westward background flow,
which has not been studied before, the jets are not only
maintained by form stress forcing associated with di-
verging buoyancy eddy fluxes but they are also are re-
sisted by Reynolds stress forcing. Thus, the eddies
maintain the jets by releasing their available potential
energy back into the time-mean flow; in this sense, this
mechanism is opposite to the baroclinic instability.
We connected our results to several popular theoret-
ical ideas. The Rhines scaling for meridional spacing of
the jets is not generally confirmed, and it is also shown
that there are multiple equilibria with a different num-
ber of the time-mean jets. We find that the Rhines
scaling reported in the previous study of P93 is ap-
proximately valid only in a narrow range of parameters.
A theoretical explanation of our findings is presented
in Berloff et al. (2009). In particular, the formation,
nonlinear dynamics, and equilibration of the jets are
explained in terms of linear stability arguments and
nonlinear self-interactions of the linear eigenmodes.
We also connected our results to the popular ‘‘PV
staircase’’ paradigm (e.g., Baldwin et al. 2007) and found
that description of the time-mean meridional PV in
terms of the staircase is not accurate. The time-mean
flow does not approach the PV staircase paradigm be-
cause of the strong barotropic mode predicted by the
dynamics. There are alternating weak barriers to and
mixers of the meridional material transport that are
embedded in the flow. The locations of the barriers and
mixers depend on the direction of the background flow
and depth, and the barriers are not necessarily located
on the prograde jets.
Finally, we find that when the channel is closed with
meridional walls, the jet properties are similar to those in
FIG. 15. Multiple-jet flow in the two-layer closed basin. Instantaneous (a) barotropic and (b) baroclinic velocity streamfunctions in the
EB flow regime (CI5 2.5 Sv). (c),(d) The corresponding time-mean zonal velocity profiles show the same quantities as in (a),(b) but for
the WB flow regime (CI 5 1 Sv).
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KBP09: the jets are more latent, more narrow, with the
eastward andwestward jets of similar strength.However,
the meridional walls do not qualitatively change the
dynamical balances. Also, in the westward background
flow regime, the jets are more intense in the western half
of the basin, and they are affected by the weakly damped
basin modes. Although these modes modify the flow,
they are not the primary mechanism driving the jets.8
The following future developments of the results of
this paper are anticipated. Spatial inhomogeneity and
nonzonality of the background flow (deliberately ne-
glected in this study) might be very important for gen-
erating the jets. The intrinsic low-frequency variability of
the jets, the roles of the bottom topography, and the dy-
namical connection between the midlatitude and equa-
torial zonal jets remain poorly understood.
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